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Cluster description of cold „neutronless… a ternary fission of 252Cf
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A coplanar three body cluster model~two deformed fragments and ana particle! similar to the model used
for the description of cold binary fission was employed for the description of cold~neutronless! a accompanied
fission of 252Cf. No preformation factors were considered. The three body potential was computed with the
help of a double folding potential generated by the M3Y-NN effective interaction and realistic fragment ground
state deformations. From the minimum action principle, thea particle trajectory equations, the corresponding
ternary barriers, and an approximate WKB expression for the barrier penetrability are obtained. The relative
cold ternary yields were calculated as the ratio of the penetrability of a given ternary fragmentation and the
sum of the penetrabilities of all possible cold ternary fragmentations. Different scenarios were considered
depending on the trajectories of the fragments. It was shown that two regions of cold fragmentation exist, a
deformed one corresponding to large fragment deformations and a spherical one around132Sn, similarly to the
case of the cold binary fission of252Cf. We have shown that for the scenario corresponding to the Lagrange
point, where all forces acting on thea particle are in equilibrium, the colda ternary yields of252Cf are strongly
correlated with the cold binary yields of the daughter nucleus248Cm into the same heavy fragments. For all
other scenarios only the spherical splittings are favored. We concluded that due to the present available
experimental data on colda ternary yields only the Lagrange scenario could describe the colda ternary fission
of 252Cf. @S0556-2813~99!02610-2#

PACS number~s!: 25.85.Ca, 21.60.Gx, 23.70.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The cold rearrangement of large groups of nucleons fr
the ground state of an initial nucleus to the ground or l
excited states of two or three final fragments is now a w
established phenomenon@1–12#. The first direct evidence
was the discovery of cluster radioactivity, i.e., the sponta
ous emission of light nuclei such asa particles and heavie
nuclei ranging from 14C to 32Si @2#. In such decays the
Q2-value principle, whereQ2 is the binary decay energy
dictates the most probable fragmentations since one fragm
is the spherical nucleus208Pb or one close to it. The secon
direct evidence was the cold~neutronless! fission of many
actinide nuclei into fragments with masses from.70 to
.160 @3–10#. In these decays the fragment high rank sta
deformations, especially the hexadecupole ones, dictate
most probable fragmentations by lowering the barriers cl
to the Q2 values@3#. In addition, a new region around th
spherical132Sn nucleus may exist, where theQ2-value prin-
ciple dictates again the most probable fragmentations, s
larly to cluster radioactivity@11,12#. It is worth mentioning
that these decays were first observed indirectly by measu
the largest kinetic energy~TKE! of the fragments. For thes
cold ~neutronless! decays the total excitation energy~TXE!
is less than the binding neutron energy (Bn); i.e., the TKE is
close toQ2 @4,13#. The first direct observation of cold~neu-
tronless! binary fragmentations in the spontaneous fission
252Cf was made@8,9# by using the multiple Ge-detecto
Compact Ball facility at ORNL and more recently with th
Gammasphere consisting of 72 detectors@10#.

The third direct evidence was the observation for the fi
time of cold ~neutronless! a ternary fission yields@14#. The
triple g coincidence technique was used. Only the corre
0556-2813/99/60~4!/044613~13!/$15.00 60 0446
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tions between the two heavier fragments were observed
ambigously. Recently10Be cold~neutronless! ternary fission
was also observed unambigously. This was possible by
tecting theg ray corresponding to the decay of the first 21

state in 10Be in coincidence with theg rays of the fission
parteners96Sr and 146Ba. It was shown that the yield to th
first excited state in10Be for the 96Sr-146Ba split is of the
order of 4.031024 per 100 fission events@15#. These new
phenomena are equivalent to cluster radioactivity during
sion. Such cold ternary decays produce all three fragme
with very low or zero internal excitation energy and cons
quently with very high kinetic energies. Their TKE will b
close to the corresponding ternary decay energyQ3. In order
to achieve such large TKE values the three final fragme
should have very compact shapes at the scission point
deformations close to those of their ground states, simila
to the case of cold binary fragmentations@16#.

In this paper, a coplanar three cluster model consisting
two deformed fragments and a sphericala particle was em-
ployed for the description of cold~neutronless! a accompa-
nied fission of 252Cf. This model is similar to the cluste
model used for the description of cluster radioactivity@2# or
cold binary fission@3#. No preformation factors were in
cluded in our description. The three body potential was co
puted with the help of a double folding potential genera
by the M3Y-NN effective interaction@10,16# and realistic
fragment ground state deformations@17# as the sum of the
interaction potentials between all three bodies. It is sho
that this potential has two ridges: thea particle ridge defined
by thea barrier around the two fragments and the interfra
ment ridge defined by the equilibrium of classical forces a
ing on thea particle, situated in the equatorial plane a
disappearing for large distances between fragments. The
©1999 The American Physical Society13-1
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tersection of these two ridges gives the Lagrange point wh
no net forces are acting on thea particle. The interfragmen
ridge has a minimum on the fragment axis and a maximum
the Lagrange point. Such a potential structure suggests
ferent initial positions of thea particle, all of them situated
in the neighborhood of the equatorial plane, outside the
terfragment axis: at the Lagrange point or in some quan
state in the interfragment well. In addition, the most intuiti
configuration, i.e., the adiabatic configuration, is given by
a particle situated initially outside the interfragment ax
touching both fragments and tending to be collinear with
fragments when increasing the distance between them.
dently this configuration must satisfy the equilibrium con
tion with both fragments.

From the minimum action principle, thea particle trajec-
tories and the corresponding ternary barriers as a functio
the interfragment distance are obtained. The WKB expr
sion for the barrier penetrability in the presence of thea
particle is also derived. It is shown that this expression
volves an effective mass depending on thea particle trajec-
tory.

The relative cold ternary yields were calculated for diffe
ent initial positions of thea particle, i.e., different scenarios
as the ratio of the penetrability for a given ternary fragme
tation and the sum of the penetrabilities for all possible c
ternary fragmentations. It was shown that two regions
cold fragmentation exist, a deformed region with large fra
ment deformations and a region around132Sn with at least
one spherical fragment, similarly to the case of the cold
nary fission of252Cf. The Lagrange scenario leads to colda
ternary yields of252Cf strongly correlated with the cold bi
nary yields of the daughter nucleus248Cm. The adiabatic
scenario strongly favors the spherical splittings, contrary
the presently available experimental data@14#. The ground
and first excited state scenarios lead for spherical splitting
ternary barriers below theQ3 values. For higher excited stat
scenarios, cold fission yields in both regions are obtain
but the yields for spherical splittings around132Sn are too
large. Based on the present available experimental dat
alpha ternary cold yields@14# it can be concluded that onl
the Lagrange scenario could describe the colda ternary fis-
sion of 252Cf. The paper is organized as follows: a semicla
sical approach to the tunneling problem in many body s
tems is examined in Sec. II, the main characteristics o
three body potential appropiate fora ternary fission are dis
cussed in Sec. III, Sec. IV discusses selecteda particle tra-
jectories and ternary barriers, the results fora particle ter-
nary yields are shown in Sec. V, a brief comparison of
calculated yields with the experimental ones is presente
Sec. VI and some conclusions are drawn in Sec. VII.

II. TUNNELING IN MANY BODY SYSTEMS

The penetration problem for multidimensional barrie
has been studied by many authors@18–23# mainly in connec-
tion with the enhancement of fusion cross sections in s
Coulomb heavy ion reactions. In this section we describ
semiclassical approach to the tunneling process in a m
body system. The system consists ofn bodies interacting via
04461
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a potentialV($qi%) which is the sum of two body compo
nents. This assumption is not very restrictive and may
relaxed.$qi% is a set ofN generalized coordinates. The tot
available energy of the system is identified with the dec
energyQ. In the classically forbidden region (V>Q) the
usual WKB conditions are assumed to be fulfilled and
semiclassical many body wave function is given by

C}exp~2S0 /\!, ~1!

whereS0 is the reduced action between the entrance point~to
be specified later! and the current point@21,24#. The wave
function ~1! is also proportional to a preexponential fact
which includes the quantum characteristics of the molecu
state prior to penetration and high order corrections of
WKB approximation. The exponential factor is the most im
portant one since it varies faster than the preexponential
@21# (S0 /\ takes values of the order of a few tens!.

The action satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equations. C
sequently the equations of motion~in imaginary time! are the
~modified! Euler-Lagrange equations and the trajectory s
isfies the Maupertuis principle@25#. For the Lagrangian

L5
1

2 (
i , j 51

N

ai j q̇i q̇ j2V~$q%!, ~2!

the reduced action may be written as

S05E A2~V2Q!( ai j dqidqj ~3!

and the trajectory is obtained by extremizingS0 with respect
to all possible paths in the coordinatesqi . Parametrizing the
path by one of the coordinates, say,q1, a set of coupled
equations is obtained:

]V

]qi
5

1

M
bi S V81(

k

]V

]qk
qk8D 1

2

M
~Q2V!

3F 1

M
bi S (

k
a1kqk91(

kl
aklqk8ql9D 2(

k
aikqk9G ,

~4!

wherei ,k,l 52/N and f 85] f /]q1. The quantitybi is defined
by

bi5a1i1(
k

aikqk8

and the effective mass of the system by

M5a1112(
i

a1iqi81(
ik

aikqi8qk8 . ~5!

To the first order of the WKB approximation, the penetrab
ity is given by the square of the wave function~1! with the
reduced action calculated on the path satisfying Eq.~4! and
the boundary conditions
3-2
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CLUSTER DESCRIPTION OF COLD~NUETRONLESS! a . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 044613
V~$qi
in,out%!5Q. ~6!

In the particular caseN51 this condition uniquely deter
mines the penetration path. In the general case, the cond
~6! does not specify all the necessary conditions for integ
ing Eq. ~4!. In principle we should solve Eq.~4! for all so-
lutions satisfying Eq.~6! and choose the pathqi(q1) which
minimizes the reduced action not only with respect to su
paths but also to the entrance points@21#:

S05E
in

out
A2M ~V2Q!dq1 , ~7!

where

M5M „qi~q1!,q1…, V5V„qi~q1!,q1…. ~8!

The evaluation of the WKB penetrability does not invol
any fluctuation in the entrance point since this is uniqu
defined by the condition that the action be lowest with
spect to it. Such fluctuations would be important for
evaluation of a complete result such as an energy and ang
distribution for the fragments and are mainly entering in
preexponential factor in Eq.~1!. However , such correction
are presumably the same for different fragmentations
drop out in the relative yield calculatations we are interes
in this paper. As is well known the WKB approximation
not valid near the turning points. Nevertheless, we extend
validity even in such regions since this procedure is not
pected to bring in important errors in most realistic calcu
tions.

In the particular case of a diagonal mass tensoraik
5m id ik , Eq. ~4! gets a much simpler form:

M
]V

]qi
5m iqi8S V81(

k

]V

]qk
qk8D 12m i~Q2V!

3S qi8

M (
k

mkqk8qk92qi9D ~9!

and the effective mass reduces to

M5m11(
k

mk~qk8!2. ~10!

Let us stress that the system of equations~6!–~10! does not
represent a trivial generalization of the tunneling problem
one dimension. The main difference stems from the fact
Eq. ~6! has in general many solutions and the integration
the highly nonlinear coupled equations~9! cannot be started
without imposing additional constraints on physical trajec
ries.

To fix the ideas, let us discuss in some detail the spec
features of the tunneling process in the case of colda ac-
companied ternary fission. We assume that all three fr
ments are preexisting in a quasibound molecular state. S
the process is cold, the heavy fragments have very com
shapes with deformations close to their asymptotic valu
Strong polarization effects are expected in the initial sta
04461
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of the tunneling process. One may include such effects
introducing effective deformations. In order to grasp the p
etrabilities for the most probable processes one may cons
only axial deformations with the symmetry axis orient
along the fission axis. For simplicity the problem is reduc
to a planar one and therefore we have to deal with six co
dinates. Requiring the c.m. to be at rest, we are left with f
independent coordinates. Let (xi ,yi , i 51,2) be the fragment
coordinates and (xa ,ya) the coordinates for thea particle.
The corresponding masses are denoted bymi , i 51,2,a. The
usual transformation to relative coordinatesR5x22x1 and
y5y22y1 leads to

x15
2maxa2m2R

m11m2
, y15

2maya2m2y

m11m2
,

x25
2maxa1m1R

m11m2
, y25

2maya1m1y

m11m2
.

The kinetic energy and the third component of the angu
momentum in terms of these coordinates are

T5
1

2
@m12~Ṙ21 ẏ2!1ma~ ẋa

21 ẏa
2 !#, ~11!

Lz5m12~Rẏ2Rẏ!1ma~xaẏa2 ẋaya!, ~12!

where

m125
m1m2

m11m2
, ma5maS 11

ma

m11m2
D .

Since thea particle mass is small compared to the fragme
masses, we further assumey'0 on the penetration path
This assumption may lead to a nonconservation of the an
lar momentum~12!. However, we expect a very smootha
particle trajectory, and to a good approximation the seco
term in Eq. ~12! is vanishingly small. Next, requiringLz
50 impliesy.const3R. In the initial configuration one can
always choose the heavy fragments along thex axis and
therefore const50 and the angular momentum is approx
mately conserved. Similar considerations lead to the con
sion that even the kinetic energy~11! is well evaluated along
the trajectory. Sincey'0 seems to be a reasonable appro
mation, one further assumesy1'y2'0.

We are finally left with the problem of finding thea par-
ticle coordinates (xa ,ya) as a function of the interfragmen
distanceR, which is a natural candidate for the variableq1.
A close inspection of Eq.~11! readily identifies the necessar
mass parameters and the action integral reads

S05E
Rin

RoutA2H m121maF S ]xa

]R D 2

1S ]ya

]R D 2G J ~V2Q!dR,

~13!

with V5V„xa(R),ya(R),R…. The above formula shows tha
under well-justified approximations the penetrability for t
three body system is similar to the well-known WKB expre
sion for two body systems with an important correction
3-3
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SĂNDULESCU, CARSTOIU, BULBOACĂ, AND GREINER PHYSICAL REVIEW C60 044613
the effective mass arising from thea particle trajectory. The
one dimensional case is exactly recovered in the limitma
→0. The magnitude of the correction can be determined
solving the nonlinear coupled equations~9!. Subsequent nu
merical calculations with selected trajectories showed
the most important corrections arise from the variation ofya
with the interfragment distance and the presence ofa frag-
ment components in the potential.

III. THREE BODY POTENTIAL

As already mentioned, the three body potential is co
puted with the help of the double folding potential genera
by the M3Y-NN effective interaction and realistic deform
tions ~see details in Ref.@3#!. The total interaction potentia
is obtained as the sum of two body potentials between tha
particle and the fragments and between the light and he
fragments. An advantage of this approach is that the ba
between the two fragments and the barrier between tha
particle and the fragments can be calculated quite accura
due to the fact that the touching configurations are situa
outside the barriers. However, we must recognize that th
are a few shortcomings in using the M3Y interaction f
generating heavy ion potentials appropiate for fission ca
lations. The M3Y effective interaction, which is typical fo
the so calledG-matrix density independent interactions~see
@27# for a recent review!, is dominated by the exchange com
ponent in each spin-isospin (S,T) channel. In the heavy ion
case, these components lead to a complicated nonloca
tential. However, the range of nonlocality is rather small d
to the large masses involved and in the standard versio
the model the nonlocal potential is replaced by a lo
equivalent potential generated by a pseudo-d interaction with
a strength depending slightly on energy. The lack of a
density dependence leads to unphysically deep potential
large density overlaps. Such deep potentials can hardly
comodate the molecular picture. One way to correct the s
range dependence of the interaction potentials is to introd
a repulsive component in the effective interaction with
strength adjusted to fit the result obtained with proxim
forces@31# or to use the Yukawa-plus-exponetial form of th
liquid drop formula of Möller and Nix @17#. However,
throughout this paper, the penetration path starts alway
distances beyond the touching configurations and for w
separated nuclei, the M3Y interaction produces realistic
tentials. This feature prevailed since we believe it to be
tremely important to work with correct barriers on the abs
lute energetic scale. The error in treating the short range
of the interaction potentials does not influence in a sign
cant way our results. One should stress that approxima
the many body interaction potential by a sum of two bo
components is only justified for small density overlaps. W
stress again that all penetrability calculations involve den
overlaps significantly less than the nuclear matter satura
density. This point was checked carefully in all calculatio

The database for the present calculation includes 78
ferent splittings fora ternary fission and 87 splittings fo
binary fission of248Cm. Each splitting is defined by charg
and mass numbers, experimental binary and ternary de
04461
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energies, and a set of geometrical and deformation par
eters which characterize the one body densities. Such a l
scale calculation requires accurate techniques for evalua
the six dimensional integrals entering the folding mod
@27,28#:

V~RW !5E drW1drW2r1~rW1!r2~rW2!v~ usWu!, ~14!

wherer1,2(rW) are the ground state one body densities of
fragments~not necessarily spherical! andv is theNN effec-
tive interaction. The separation distance between two in
acting nucleons is denoted bysW5rW11RW 2rW2, whereRW is the
distance between the centers of mass of the two fragmen
harmonic oscillator density with a width parameterb2

50.47 fm22 was used for thea particle. For the heavy frag
ments, the one body densities are taken as Fermi distr
tions in the intrinsic frame:

r~rW !5r0F11expS r 2C

a D G21

, ~15!

with C5C0@11(l>2blYl0(V)#. Only static axial symmet-
ric deformations are considered. The half radiusC0 and the
diffusivity are taken from the liquid drop model@17#. The
volume conservation is ensured by requiring normalizat
to the particle number

E r 2drdVr~r ,V!5A, ~16!

and the density multipoles are computed numerically:

rl~r !5E dVr~r ,V!Yl0~V!. ~17!

Using the multipole expansion of the densities, the integ
in Eq. ~14! becomes

V~RW ,v1 ,v2!5 (
l1m1l2m2

Dm10
l1 ~v1!Dm20

l2 ~v2!I l1m1l2m2
~R!,

~18!

where@28#

I l1m1l2m2
~R!5 (

l3m3

Bl1m1l2m2

l3m3 Yl3m3
~R̂!

3E r 1
2dr1dr2

2r 2rl1
~r 1!rl2

~r 2!

3Fl1l2l3

v ~r 1 ,r 2 ,R! ~19!

and

Fl1l2l3

v ~r 1 ,r 2 ,R!5E q2dqṽ~q! j l1
~qr1! j l2

~qr2! j l3
~qR!.

~20!

Above, Dm0
l (v) stands for the Wigner rotation matrix de

scribing the orientationv of the intrinsic symmetry axis with
3-4
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FIG. 1. The three-dimensional ternary potentials for the splitt
4He192Kr1156Nd at different interfragment distancesR514, 15,
16, 17 fm between the collinear fragments in a nose to nose
figuration. We can see the two wells corresponding to the light
heavy fragments and in the equatorial plane a ridge which grow
with the interfragment distanceR. This ridge has a minimum on th
symmetry axis and a maximum at the equatoriala barrier height.
This minimum disappears at large interfragment distancesR
.20– 21 fm.

FIG. 2. The ternary potential minimum in the equatorial pla
for the splitting 4He192Kr1156Nd at different interfragment dis
tancesR. The corresponding zero point energies in a harmonic
cillator approximation are indicated. As can be seen at largeR this
minimum disappears.
04461
respect to the fixed frame,ṽ(q) denotes the Fourier trans
form of the interaction, andj l are spherical Bessel functions
The matrixB @28# contains selection rules for coupling an
gular momenta. For example, only evenl11l21l3 are al-
lowed. If both fragments have nonvanishing deformations
to l1,254, then the sum in Eq.~18! involves 32 incoherent
terms for a nose-to-nose configuration and total angular
mentum restricted tol3<6. For translationally invariant one
body densities, the interaction potential in Eq.~14! is also
translationally invariant. Since the simple Fermi distributio
does not satisfy this requirement, the folding integral co
tains a spurious dipole c.m. contribution which is disr
garded in Eq.~18!.

Numerical techniques for evaluating the highly oscillati
integrals appearing in Eq.~20! are described in detail in@28#
and will not be repeated here. Extensive numerical calcu
tions @3,16# have shown that the magnitude and particula
the sign of the deformation parameters have a dramatic
fluence on the calculated potentials in the barrier region.
the scission configuration we have assumed prolate sh
for the heavy fragments in contact at their tips. Prola
shapes lead to much lower barriers and are favored in fiss
For pear shapes, i.e., fragments with quadrupole and oc
pole deformations, we choose opposite signs for the octup
deformations of the two fragments. It is easy to show that
transformationb3→2b3 leads to a simple rotation withu
5p and therefore does not change the nuclear shape.
sign question of the hexadecapole deformation is much m
delicate. To avoid complications, we have systematica
chosen the absolute value for this parameter, and thus o
estimated to some extent the corresponding penetrabiliti

g

n-
d
p

-

FIG. 3. The ternary potentialsV(xa ,ya50,R) for the splitting
4He192Kr1156Nd as a function ofxa for different interfragment
distancesR. The two wells and the two polar barriers correspondi
to the light and heavy fragments are clearly seen. AtR.17 fm the
polar barriers are below the ternaryQ3 value. The interfragment
ridge situated in the equatorial plane is very narrow.
3-5
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In order to understand the landscape of the three b
potential we first represent the potential at different interfr
ment distancesR ~Fig. 1! with heavy fragments in a nose t
nose configuration, for the splitting4He192Kr1156Nd with
deformed fragments. The potential for a splitting with
spherical fragment looks quite similar. In the equator
plane we distinguish a saddle configuration which res
from the interplay of the strong repulsive~Coulomb! forces
acting on thea particle and the attractive~nuclear! forces.
The saddle trajectory is obtained by numerically solving
equation

]V

]xa
50

for fixed interfragment distance. Along the saddle traject
there are two interesting extrema: one is situated on the s
metry axis and another one at the top of the maximum of
equatoriala barrier ridge where all classical forces acting
the a particle are equilibrated. This last point is denoted
the following as the Lagrange point and the ensemble
such points for different interfragment distances as
Lagrange trajectory. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the minim
situated on the symmetry axis disappears at large interf
ment distancesR520– 21 fm. Following Radiet al. @29#, we
assume that the position of thea particle is governed by the
well the potential has in the perpendicular direction. If t
motion is not very fast, thea particle should adiabatically
adjust to a stationary state in this potential. To get the p
tion of the a particle we approximate this potential with
harmonic oscillator potential:

V~y!5Vmin1
1

2
Cy2, ~21!

where the stiffness coefficientC depends on the interfrag
ment distance and is obtained by numerically differentiat
the potential around the minimum. Then the eigenvalues
given by

En5S n1
1

2D\AC/ma. ~22!

A convenient measure of the spread of the position is gi
by

^y2&n5En /C. ~23!

In Fig. 2 the saddle potential and the zero point energies
represented as a function ofR for the splitting
4He192Kr1156Nd with deformed fragments. The zero poi
energies are consistent with the previous estimation of R
et al. @29#. In Fig. 3 we represented the polara barriers, i.e.,
the potentialV(xa ,ya50,R) for the same splitting and a
different interfragment distancesR. The two wells corre-
sponding to the light and heavy fragments which are se
rated by a very narrow interfragment ridge can be clea
seen. The polar barriers disappear at the interfragment
tanceR.17 fm, which is much earlier than the equator
barriers. We must stress that the semiclassical approxima
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for the penetration factor requires the penetration path to
localized in a region whereV>Q whereV is the total inter-
action energy andQ is the decay energy. This is the mo
economic way to localize the position of thea particle along
the penetration path in the present model. In Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!, for the above splitting with deformed fragments and t
splitting 4He1117Pd1131Sn with a spherical fragment, w
represented the three body potentialV(xa ,ya ,R) in the

FIG. 4. The ternary potentialsV(xa ,ya ,R) represented in the
plane (xa ,ya) by the single equipotential lineV5Q3 at different
interfragment distancesR for the splittings:~a! 4He192Kr1156Nd
with deformed fragments and~b! 4He1117Pd1131Sn with a spheri-
cal heavy fragment. At largeR the exit points are quite different fo
such splittings. This suggests different energy and angular distr
tions of thea particle for the two regions.
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the tw
fragments for the splittings~a! and~b! mentioned
in Fig. 4. The fragment shape is defined by t
the half-density surface. The dashed line rep
sents the locus of the center of thea particle in
touching with one of the fragments. The thic
solid line represents thea particle ridge while the
thin line is the equatorial ridge. The intersectio
of the two solid lines gives the Lagrange poi
~see the text for details!.
ly

at
lly

the
f
tly
h

plane (xa ,ya) at different interfragment distances by on
one equipotential lineV5Q. At small interfragment dis-
tances the uncertainty in thea particle position is rather large
but it reduces drastically asR increases. It may be seen th
by increasingR theQ-value contours are reduced practica
04461
to a single point. One remarks also that at the exit points
y coordinate of thea particle is rather large with values o
the order of 5 fm for two deformed fragments and sligh
larger ~6 fm! when one fragment is spherical. Such hig
values are consistent with Eq.~23! only if the a particle is
3-7
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placed in a rather high excited state in the saddle poten
Also one can remark that the penetration path ends earlie
the case of one spherical fragment as compared to
deformed-deformed case. Based on this observation one
conjecture that the angular and energy distributions of tha
particle which are largely determined by the configuration
the end of the penetration path will be rather different in
two cases.

Other possible characteristics of the three body poten
are given in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. Here we represented in th
plane (xa ,ya) for the above two splittings the fragmen
with all deformations included and the two ridges: the eq
torial one defined by the equilibrium of the classical forc
acting on thea particle in thex direction and thea particle
ridge defined by the top of thea barriers situated around th
two fragments. The intersection of these two ridges gives
Lagrange point where no net forces are acting on thea par-
ticle. The centers of thea particle obtained from the geo
metrical condition that thea particle be in touch with each
fragment are also represented. A touching point is defi
such that the densities of the two bodies in contact in t
point are half of their central value. As a rule the intersect
of the two touching configurations of thea particle and the
two fragments is not situated on the equatorial ridge. B
cause of the fact that this ridge is very narrow~see Fig. 3!,
we have to impose the condition that thea particle be in
equilibrium on the ridge, in order to exclude the cases
subsequent disolution of thea particle in one of the frag-
ments. This condition together with the touching conditi
with one of the fragments defines the adiabatic traject
when the interfragment distance is varied. It is worth me
tioning that the strong density overlap especially in Fig. 5~b!
has only an illustrative purpose to show how the trajecto
defined above evolve with the interfragment distance an
that such configurations are never involved in the calcu
tions. We recall here that the Lagrange trajectory which
plores the maximal values of the interaction potential give
lower bound of the penetrability while the more physica
intuitive adiabatic trajectory gives an upper bound.

One possible physical choice of thea particle initial po-
sition is situated on the interfragment ridge and above
touching curves as previously defined. On the other ha
different scenarios related to the excited quantum states
fined in the equatorial ridge well can be considered.

IV. a PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES AND TERNARY
BARRIERS

In our static description of thea accompanied fission, th
a ternary yields depend essentially on thea particle trajec-
tory. The numerical integration of the trajectory~9!, is a
difficult task for the large number of fragmentations nec
sary for relative yield calculations. In the following we co
tent ourselves to consider a number of physically reason
trajectories intended to give an idea of the penetration pr
ability in a three body system.

The first one is theadiabatic scenario. This assumes tha
the a particle is situated on the interfragment ridge, satis
ing one of the two touching configurations, i.e., at the low
04461
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initial ya value. By increasing the interfragment distanceR,
the a particle is getting closer to the fragment symme
axis. The correspondinga particle trajectory together with
the ternary and binary barriers is plotted in Figs. 6~a! and
6~b! for the above two splittings:~a! 4He192Kr1156Nd and
~b! 4He1117Pd1131Sn. Also represented is the intersectio

FIG. 6. Fission barriers anda particle trajectories for the split-
tings ~a! and ~b! mentioned in Fig. 4. Left panels: ternary barrie
calculated along selected trajectories and binary barriers for
cold fission of the daughter nucleus248Cm leading to the same
fragments. The corresponding ternary and binary reaction ener
are indicated by thin lines. Right panels: thea particle trajectories
(xa ,ya versus the interfragment distanceR). The inner and outer
turning points are indicated by arrows.
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FIG. 7. The assumedbl (l
52,3,4) ground state deforma
tions taken from Ref.@17#. Note
that light fragments (Z1 ,A1) have
mainly quadrupole deformation
in contrast to heavy fragment
(Z2 ,A2) which can have all kinds
of deformations. The octupole de
formations are present in a sma
region 141<A2<148 whereas the
hexadecupole deformations ar
important in the region 138<A2

<158. The fragments withA1

<94 andA2<138 are practically
spherical.
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of the barriers with theQ values, giving the correspondin
inner and outer turning points. Note that the system cros
the ternary barrier before thea particle becomes collinea
with the fragments.

Thesecondscenario is theLagrange scenario. In this case
thea particle is situated at the Lagrange point were all forc
acting on thea particle are in equilibrium. Thea particle
trajectories and the corresponding barriers are represe
also in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. The binary barriers of248Cm for
the same splittings are also plotted. Clearly the ternary b
rier is higher than the binary one and shifted to largerR
distances. As previously discussed thea particle motion in
the transversal well is taken into account by substrac
from theQ3 value its energy~22!. This procedure does no
provide for a ternary barrier above theQ3 value when con-
sidering the ground and first excited states. Therefore
consider only the third and fourth excited statescenarios. In
the same Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! the a particle trajectories and
the corresponding ternary barriers for the third and fou
excited states are represented by including theEn(R) values
in the barriers. Obviously, for these scenarios theya initial
values of Eq.~23! are smaller than for the Lagrange config
ration, which assumes the maximumya values at the top of
thea barriers, and even smaller than the values for the a
batic scenario which is based on the lowest energy confi
ration.
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V. a PARTICLE TERNARY YIELDS

Knowing the barriers andQ3 values, the relativea ternary
yields are given as ratios of the penetrability for a giv
splitting P(AL ,ZL) calculated with Eqs.~1! and~13! and the
sum of penetrabilities for all possible splittings:

YL~AL ,ZL!5
P~AL ,ZL!

(L8P(AL8 ,ZL8)
. ~24!

It is known that the preformation factors for ana particle at
the surface of a deformed fragment differs by orders of m
nitude as compared to the spherical case. Nevertheles
this paper no preformation factors are considered; i.e., i
assumed that the preformation factors are the same fo
cold splittings and consequently in the expression~24! of the
relative yields this factor cancels. For the fragment deform
tions we choose the ground state deformations of Mo¨ller
et al. @17# computed in the framework of the macroscop
microscopic model. These deformations play a very imp
tant role in barrier penetrabilities, i.e., in ternary yields.
Fig. 7 we represented these deformations for the light
heavy fragments separately for odd and even chargesZ. Note
that the light fragments have mainly quadrupole deform
tions in contrast to heavy fragments which have all kinds
deformations. The octupole deformations exist for a sm
3-9
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FIG. 8. The cold a ternary
yields of 252Cf for the Lagrange,
adiabatic, second, third, an
fourth state scenarios, correspon
ing to different initial positions of
thea particle on the interfragmen
ridge, as a function of the frag
ment mass. The list of symbols i
displayed in the upper left pane
of Fig. 9. Also the cold binary fis-
sion yields of 248Cm are given.
With the exception of ternary
yields obtained in the Lagrang
scenario, which are very simila
with the cold binary yields of
248Cm, all scenarios strongly fa
vor the splitting 4He1116Pd
1132Sn with one spherical frag-
ment.
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heavy fragment mass region 141<AH<148. The fragments
with mass numbersAL,92 and AH,138 are practically
spherical. In the following we include all deformations up
l54 with positive values; i.e., oblate shapes (b2,0) are
transformed to prolate shapes (b2.0) and neck shape
(b4,0) to shapes with positive hexadecapole deformati
(b4.0). This figure suggests that cold fission yields in t
region 92<AL<108 and 140<AH<156 with deformed frag-
ments and also in the region around132Sn with at least one
spherical fragment are to be expected. TheQ values are cal-
culated from experimental mass tables@26# but for some
splittings the nuclear masses from the microscop
macroscopic model of Mo¨ller et al. @17# are used.

The ternary fission yields for different scenarios
Lagrange, adiabatic, second, third, and fourth exci
states—corresponding to different initial positions of thea
particle on the interfragment ridge are represented in Fig
Also the cold binary yields for248Cm are given. With the
exception of the Lagrange scenario yields, which are v
similar to the cold binary yields of248Cm, all other scenarios
are strongly favoring only the spherical splittings.

In Fig. 9, for the same scenarios, the ternary yields ver
binary yields of the daughter nucleus248Cm leading to the
same splittings are displayed. Only in the Lagrange scen
are thea ternary yields strongly correlated with the co
04461
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binary yields of the daughter nucleus. Such a possibility
consistent with the fact that binary barriers are very th
~widths of the order of 2–3 fm! @16#. For the other
scenarios—adiabatic, second, third, and fourth exci
states—only the ternary yields for spherical splittings, wh
are dominated by theQ-value principle become importan
This fact is not consistent with the existing experimental d
on colda ternary yields@14#, which indicate colda ternary
yields for both regions.

VI. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

Neutronlessa ternary fission yields were observed expe
mentally in the spontaneous fission of252Cf @14#. They are
displayed in Fig. 10 together with the theoretical yields c
culated in theLagrangescenario. The theoretical yields ar
normalized to the total experimental yield. The highest e
perimental yields are found for the Zr1Ba isotopes, a feature
which is reproduced correctly by the model. Significa
yields were also found for the Mo1Xe and Sr1Ce ternary
fragmentation, too. We point out that all the neutronlessa
ternary even-Z fragmentations of252Cf which have relative
isotopic yields larger than 0.02% and whose fragments h
known low energy gamma transitions were experimenta
identified. Of course, other fragmentations corresponding
3-10
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FIG. 9. Scatter diagram of the
cold a ternary yields of252Cf for
Lagrange, adiabatic, second, thir
and fourth excited state scenario
versus the cold binary yields o
248Cm. Only the ternary yields of
252Cf obtained in the Lagrange
scenario are strongly correlate
with the cold binary yields of the
daughter nucleus248Cm. For all
other possible scenarios only th
splitting with 132Sn is favored.
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a lighter fragment105,106Zr, 109,110Mo, and 114Ru should be
observed and plenty of odd-Z fragmentations must be ob
served too, though the latter are much more difficult from
experimental point of view due to the huge structure of
low energyg spectra.

Enhanced experimental yields were found for colda ter-
nary fission in which the heavier partners are Ba isoto
with masses ranging from 144 to 148. Their higher yields
due to the static octupole deformations observed in this
gion ~see Fig. 7!, since octupole shapes at the scission c
figuration significantly lower the Coulomb barrier and i
crease the penetrability between the final fragments. Sim
enhanced yields have already been detected in the cold
nary fission of252Cf @10#.

A few of the cold fragmentations presented in Fig.
involve odd-odd splittings, and one can observe that th
corresponding experimental yields are comparable or e
larger than the yields for the even-even neighbors. The
culated yields do not include differences in the level den
ties near the ground state of the even-even and odd-odd
clei. Consequently, these yields for the odd-odd splittings
underestimated. The same yields for the double-ma
nucleus132Sn~light partner116Pd) and its neighbors result i
too high values, because of the lower level densities in
region. Also the experimental yield for the132Sn could be
underestimated due to the fact that with the Gammasp
one cannot detect yields going directly to the ground stat
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one or both fragments. In that particular case only transiti
above the the first excited state at 4.04 MeV were conside
for the integrated yields.

We want to emphasize that the experimentally determi
isotopic yields are integrated yields. In the spontaneous
sion experiment of252Cf the majority of binary and ternary
splittings lead to highly excited final nuclei, which after ne
tron evaporation are decaying to the lowest states byg cas-
cades. Less frequently, there are also cold fragmentat
which leave the final nuclei in their ground or first excite
state. These cold fission experimental yields were defi
@14,30# as integrated yields since they collect the contrib
tions of all neutronless fragmentations over a whole range
TXE’s from zero up to at least the neutron binding energ
from where the evaporation of a first neutron becomes p
sible. The theoretical yields calculated with slightly adjust
~of the order of a few percent! quadrupole deformations pa
rameters should not be compared directly with the exp
mental yields since the former ones correspond only to tr
sitions to the ground states of the final nuclei. Thus Fig.
has only an illustrative purpose. Nevertheless, one can
from the figure that the model has a relatively good pred
tive power; for most of the observed splittings the theoreti
yields are in the right order of magnitude.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, based on a three body cluster mo
we studied thea ternary cold~neutronless! fragmentations of
3-11
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252Cf. Two regions of cold fission yields are experimenta
observed: one corresponding to large fragment deformat
and another one to spherical fragments, like in the cas
binary fragmentation. It is worth mentioning that based
the existing experimental data on colda ternary yields@14#

FIG. 10. Diagram presenting the experimentally determineda
ternary cold fission yields~black columns! for 252Cf per 100 fission
events and the calculated yields~gray columns! in the Lagrange
scenario. Theoretical yields are normalized to the total experime
ternary yield. Each fragmentation channel is indicated by the li
fragment. The experimental errors~not shown! are less than or of
the order of 50%.
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the first region is expected to contain the main cold fiss
yields while the second region represents only a few perc
of the whole process. Analyzing the structure of the th
body potential only few scenarios are possible, all of th
related to the initial position of thea particle in the equato-
rial plane. Only for the Lagrange scenario which correspo
to thea particle situated on the top of thea barrier did we
find that the colda ternary yields of252Cf are strongly cor-
related with the cold binary yields of the daughter nucle
248Cm ~see Fig. 9!. For all other considered scenarios, ad
batic or based on some excited state in the interfragm
ridge well, thea ternary cold fission yields exist mainly fo
the splittings with one spherical fragment~see Fig. 8!. Be-
cause of the fact that there are experimental data for b
regions, we conclude that only the Lagrange scenario
describe the colda ternary process. We would like to men
tion that the cold fission yields depend dramatically on so
parameters like diffusivitya. If we choose largera values for
the deformed nuclei than for spherical ones, we can enha
drastically the corresponding yields. Also by choosing larg
values for the diffusivity for odd-even fragmentations th
for even-even fragmentations, we obtain a larger odd-e
effect. We expect the largest yield for odd-even and odd-o
fragmentations. Evidently, such effects must exist for exci
fragments when the level density is important. Further
perimental data are necessary in order to clarify such effe

Finally we mention that the cluster model for colda ter-
nary fission has a number of features suitable for furt
improvements. These include a modification of the sh
range part of the M3Y effective interaction which genera
the three body interaction potential, inclusion of the pref
mation factors and level densities near the ground state in
calculated yields, improvement of the description of the p
etration process by working with calculated trajectories o
tained by solving numerically Eq.~9!, and inclusion of dy-
namical polarization effects into the ground sta
deformation parameters. Calculations along these lines a
progress.
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